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Death
shakes up
campus

Who’s on first at SJSU?
A baseball guide to the university administration

Counselors, resident
directors offer help to
emotional students

OF Lydia
LaGarda
Rios
Director of
Affirmative
Action

By Loretta McCarty
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Within hours of the death of an SJS1 student at
Joe West 11.t11 early Sunday morning, counseling
staff and resident directors wire on the scene.
"We 11.1%, a lot of emotional students here and
we si mid like to respond to their needs first,
bet i i airy thing el, ." said Fred Najjar, director Of
tI SIR
Ii/using sin vices.
All 500 residents of foe
West Hall, as well as residents of the other halls,
were notified of the incident via letter and voice
mail In Si. Saffirld, acting
president of Student
Altai’ s. The) were asked
to attend one it two
meetings Sunda% it the
Dining (.cunnions.
The first meeting was
held at 8 p.m. for the residents of Joe West Hall.
The set ii ii was held at 9
1).111. tim I csidents of the
other halk.
At the i Ii sed meetings,
Fred Najjar
Ow of university counselors and resident
direcuirs told students
housing
what they knew about the
apparent suicide and
offered et muscling. The
meetings were Licht it bring the studeitis together
and gm. them is plat e to t.ilk and ask it iiestions
aiatlable wet, suppot mt.
"I felt that the sem(
and helpful." said Luna \ anna a Jou 1,%est Hall lesstudents
ident. -The) were sits WTI.’ 11111.
attended the meeting out mlt tnittsib [hey wanted to find out who the sit um was. and witt.111C1 4/1
nor the) knew him. The name of OR 111.111 his 11,4

id

pit fore not
available

OF Thomas Brennan
Director of Athletics
OF

Vie have a lot
of emotional
students here
and we would
like to respond
to their needs
first before
anything else,

SJSU faculty
salaries top
pay scale
California’s high cost of
living causes state’s
teachers to earn more
By Rowena T. Millado

Janet Redding
rector, University
Advancement

/SS S. Kent Gibson
Executive Director
SJSU Foundation

is\s\s!nt
38

!I

See Death, Back page

Pre

hillaime faCIIIM members at fouryear public rimy ei Sinks .11t. OW second highest
paid in the nation with an outage annual salary
01555,493, according tonic Chronicle of Higher
Education almanac.
New Jersey topped the list with an average of
$55,879, surpassing California by $386. The I’S.
average is 545,677.
The survey stated that engineering professors at
puhlii institutions made an average of $70,322,
while then ii miller parts in visual and performing
arts re(
cd an average 4102,461.
Engirt tin and certain other disciplines are
paid mi at because of more lucrative int pipet is in
the private sector, said Cotten Bernie Adler,
pt keswi iman for the California State linnet Sits
Chancellor’s Office.
At SJSU, all business and some engineering
prolesscirs earn more money than their peers in
other disciplines.
An associate business professor at step 18 makes
$61,728 per year compared to all associate
English professor at the same pcisitiiin who makes
$57,156, said Lela liorens, interim associate vice
president for faculty affairs.

2B Daniel R. Buerger
Executive Assistant to
the President

Gabriel Reyes
ial Assistant to tbe
for Campus COPT

18St. Saffold

Acting Associate Vice /
President of Student Affairs

Meet
team

SJSU

Pitcher ---,Undo j_. Bain
Provost arid Vice Rdent
for Academic Affairs

By Loretta McCarty
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

When Bud Abbott asked Lou
Costello, "Who’s on first, and what’s on
second?" in their famous comedy routine.
Abbott’s confusion could he compared to
that of students here on campus, when asked
the same question.
While some may know the SJSU’s administration team manager is President Robert Caret, most
are not as sure about what positions the players on his
team play. Top that off with all of the changes on campus. a new president, and new staff members, and the
confusion is understaridable.
"There are changes all across the board in higher (Aura
non," said Dan Buerger, executive assistant to the president.

See Who’s on first, Back page
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Caret
goes
on-line

Robert L. Caret
executive officer

By Justin Carder
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Do ioti have something to sav itt Spit:
President Robert Caret loin the information age and do it electronically,
The president’s office has announced
a new address for students to write to the president via the campus computer network and the
Internet.
The president’s staff will handle the e-mail just
as they would paper mail, sorting and filtering what
Winston.
reaches the president’s desk. said
SJSU’s public- affairs officer.
its presimprove
The president’s office is also trying to
ence on the World Wide Web.
The entire prtigram for the upcoming presidential
See Caret, Back page

Caliiittthis
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World Wide Web craze
hits campus radio station
By Danielle L. Costa
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Last spring, SJSU gttt itself tangled in a web mit lei Ittiolopt when it established a World Wide Web home
page. Anyone who has a direct Internet mu minim iii ii I/1
air a« es.
is a member of a commercial on-line sery
it.
tall
siAer al
SJSU spokeswoman Lori Stahl said last
ersity administrators discussed the IMSSibilins ml
getting on the Web, and last spring they linked tip.
"There are a couple of reasons why we wanted the
web site up," Stahl said. it is an emerging te liii.
we’re in the Silicon Valley; and it just seemed like the
See Home page, Back page
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SJSU s student
run radio station
KSJS recently
created its own
page on the
World Wide Web
The station is
working on an
Internet/radio
simulcast of
President Robert
Caret’s inauguration on October 6

See Salaries, Back page
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Corporate spy trial

Hospitals cutting costs

Lawsuit rejected

49ers lose to Lions

A man charged with selling
computer secrets to a business
rival claimed that he was being
framed by the government.

Documents taken from Kaiser
Permanente indicate that
doctors are being encouraged to
reduce the length of the
average hospital stay.

A lawsuit bled by a passenger in
Rodney King’s vehicle against
the arresting officers was
rejected in federal appeals court

A last numite cinye to tie the
score failed when Doug Bnen
bounced the ball off the upnght
from 40 yards as time expired
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1 uesday, September 26, 1995

San Jose State University

SPARTAN DAILY

Newsroom Voices

School uniforms won’t stop gangs

Newsioom Voices

The truth is hard to swallow
e al 1 apology to make.
I’m hiding something from’, .,, I ha\ c .11 I i VII ion and I’m not sharing it. I I, .c., something to say
al it I’m protecting myself instead of helping you.
Its for ,mr own good I Calk I iun a repot tet li,u are
a readet It I have au ,Innion how can I tell ion the
tritth;; I lois 1 an I tell vou everything I would it is an
agenda. a mission, a purpose. I would not be oiric( Ow.
So sou ask for it realh. This is all sour fault. Non ask
me to lie to you. You Ow me no tidier hi ace.
Let’s just say, for example, im beat is the campus
pigeon patrol. Now I<t’s say I hair: this burning desire
to write a forum pie« iii, the health benefits of a lowsquab diet. How could you eser take me seriously as a
reporter again:, How (mild you ever trust me to form
a fair, full-sided article on campus pigeon problems % I
would have to leave the beat. Our trust is much too
valuable.
You do trust me. Thu trust me completely. I know
you. Everything I write is gospel. I’m the Paul of Vit.:,
the Buddha of page two, the Jerry Garcia of Seventh
Street. And you eat it up.
My editors tell me that vou swallow every word, with
or without mustard. You are on a fat-free, rice cake
arid water. Carder diet, guaranteed to make your coat
shiny and keep your bowels regular.
Thu can’t help yourself, you gluttonous pig. Von
know what tastes good. You shovel me doss i i likc in%
great granny eats her potatoes. You don’t i hew. At
least, that is what my editors tell me.
They care about your health, my editors do. And
that is good because at ’least somebody does. I’m
more interested in giving you a treat. I like to see
you smile, you roly-poly little fella.
My editors, on the other hand, tell nu tins
are here to protect your gums. The\ It Illi i I l
than a little concerned about tooth dr.( as
all of my sweet sugar. I know the truth about that lp
too, only this time I’m going to go ahead and tell
you about it.
’ It isn’t realh the candy that troubles our carwith
ing editors. They are more it it
who the candy is coming from. They
aren’t Si) sure thes’re ill tel ested in having me prepare tinc main r ,,urse and
dessert. They don’t Illilld to tofu loaf.
It’s the Slurpee chaser them ate concerned about.
So. no dessert for you, kid. even if
you need it. Even if you need to ii a kc
up. Everyone needs a little stigat..,
of honey., a pinch of sacharin. It peps
/rla%

You trust me completely.!
know you. Everything I write is
gospel. I’m the Paul of SJSU,
the Buddha of page two, the
Jerry Garcia of Seventh Street.
And you eat it up.
you up. It turbo charges you. It makes you feel real
good.
Because I care too. I don’t just want you to feel
good. I need 11. I want you to get your full caloric
intake. I don’t %sal it a bunch of scrawny Spartans run
.ire my people.
ring around
But I still , ail’) make you dessert. Think of the conserval’, Is it I did.
What it I is te an opinion piece on on rude campus eilipl,,Nces, I (mid never write a respectable arti( le so the Fs
( ’enter box office again.
It I i eical
lion about ripoffs at SJSU I would
ic
limitcd iii nv ability to cover the bot)kstilt
II I take sides .111,1 is rite that Bob Caret should
shave, my credibility to over the president disappears.
In fact, if I have an opinion on the new landscaping
on campus I had better not report on anything that
happens outside.
I had better get right home and unplug my
television, too, because that is where all of
these dangerous, reputation ruining, credibility crushing, integrity incinerating ideas come
from.
Nope no more ideas for me. No more
candy for you. I have a job to do and we can’t
afford to let its brain get in the way. The
dor tots have made a decision and
this is all coming out right now.

Agin Canter ic a
Spartan 1)ai4
Staff Wnter

To Our Readers

Spartan Daily advertising policy
Occasionally, the Spartan Daily Advertising
Department accepts advertising that sonic readers
find objectionable or at least controversial.
Perhaps a reader review of Spartan Daily advertising acceptance standards is in order:
I. The underlying principle: The Spartan Daily
doesn’t belong to the advertising or editorial staffs or
even to the School of Journalism & Mass
Communications it belongs to you the readers.
A part of the Daily’s operating revenues comes
from the Subscription Funds through IRA student
fees. In effect, a small portion of each student’s fees
paid to the university help pay for publishing the
Daily \ !though readers pick up the Daily without having 1,, pav, it is a paid publication thanks to ea, Ii student’s subsidy.
2. The Daily has certain policies of advet Using
acceptance designed to protect the Daily from like’ or
other illegal pram( es and potential lawaiits.
Advertising is routinch rejected if it could be sit "idcrud injurious to the physical, emotional or Iii t.s to ial
health of our readers. An attempt has been made to
keep these policies minimal in number and specific
itt restrictions.
The gel era’ policy on advertising acceptance is to
pnblish. ii idiom censorship, the advertising of any
legal business I he idea is to let the reader decide
what advernsinig is ohi, tamable. The Daily’s readership consists ot t tutu I kit i.. responsible, college-educated adults. The adv, iising staff and its advisers do not
believe in prior n-41.1’111 based on what we believe our
readers want to Sr, .111,I lead.
la 1 111 5 ut hiding the I S. Supreme Court)
lucid ...11,1sle tuili 01,11 the FltSt Amendment to
Ow
.fiili(1111,.11 .411.11.111let’s heedom of speech
licttl((in of (1, stss us minim( al speech tadver11 as I u,51t,tt it in the news columns. To

Attention,
Artists!

deny advertising access to the newspaper is to remove
an important source of promotion for a business.
Done unfairly, it would constitute injury to competition and result in an unfair business practice.
4. Legally, and this may appear contradictory, the
Spartan Daily may reject any advertising for any reason. When this occurs the rejection must be consistent and without discrimination, preference or prejudice in permitting one advertiser an advantage over
another. Some advertisements for products and services (while legal) are unacceptable in the Daily.
These include drug paraphernalia, solicitation of
nude models and ads for 900 numbers or those
requesting nim ivy by mail.
These policies can and will be revised as times
change. If enough readers indicate that advertising is
offensive or unwanted, it will be rejected for future
publk :Mt n. lonveltiek, should readers determine a
need lot ad
t king t m tently deemed unacceptable,
that !toll,is
revisited and changed in the best
inteicsi ot IMF ItACIS.
It is tot the lilt t of the Daily staff and advisers to
publish sleazy advertising. This isn’t a singles, adultsonly. "N- rated publicanoit. Nor is it a family newspaper t ha« hildren are It kely to see. It is a university
newspaper read by crib, ills thinking college students
whom we lielieve prefer It decide for themselves what
is offensuc and what is not.
Let its ki low what you think. A note is best because
too malty phone calls fill the voice mail capability and
others are unable to get through. Intl may reach us
upstairs in Dwight Bentel Hall (D1111209A) our
campus zip is 0055.

The Spartan Daily is actively recruiting San Jose State artists interested in
drawing point, al i art, nins.
Political al tisk slit add have good
drawing skills. keep up with current
events and 11.111 a strong position oil
issues.
If you are interested in becoming a
Spartan Daily political cartoonist, sub-

Jack C. Quinton
Spartan Daily
Advertising Staff Faculty Adviser
mit your cartoons at the Spat tan Daily
office in Dwight [lewd Hall, room 209.
Submissions should include the artist’s
name, address and phone number.
The cartoons will be reviewed by
Spartan Daily editors and artists will be
notified by phone if their cartoons are
to he published.

k in April 1994, gang vio- cials and anyone else who believe
B..
lence erupted in my home- that school uniforms would be
town of Fremont. Three gang deterrent or will even slow
consecutive days of violence down the rise in gang activity are
grabbed the city’s attention and burying their heads in sand.
punctuated how serious gang activ- Having students wear uniforms
isn’t going to stop the gang probity had become in the city.
On the second day, the largest lem. It’s hiding the problem.
Believing that uniforms will
la awl occurred. Thirty youths
tought while 200 teen-agers solve or prevent gangs and gang
watched. Since this incident, and violence is naive. Most kids don’t
others like it, the city government join gangs to make a fashion stateand the Fremont Unified School ment or to wear cool clothes. They
District implemented new policies tend to join for a sense of family,
they hoped would handle the situ- community or culture. They also
join for protection from other
ation.
Other cities like Fremont face gangs or individuals. The memthe same dilemma of how to con- bers within a gang look out for
trol the rising activity of gangs in each other, giving each one a sense
their community. Having students of security.
Although uniforms may prevent
wear uniforms in public school is
Sri idea that some schools are gangs from using certain clothing
items as gang earmarks, it won’t
adopting.
N hen 1 initially heard about stop them from creating somesome schools beginning this pro- thing else to distinguish their stagram. I laughed and felt glad 1 was- tus in a particular gang.
The cost of uniforms is
n’t still in high school. High school
students and their parents can another issue. If the
deal with this issue because I have parents have to buy the
other things to occupy me, like uniforms, the expense
may be more than
getting my butt out of school.
underBut my attitude on the subject what some
changed while I was a writing a employed, under-paid
paper for a course in urban poli- or unemployed parents
tics last spring. The paper focused can afford. It isn’t
that
on Fremont’s anti-gang policies. something
Although some Fremont schools can be picked up
do have a dress code which pro- at a thrift shop.
hibits items such as baseball caps The school sysor T-shirts with drug, alcohol and temin
sex logos. none of them have California doesn’t have the
implemented a uniform policy yet.
The more I think about public funding necesschools requiring school uniforms, sary to purunithe more I realize it would be a chase
total waste of time. Parents, teach- forms for their
ers, principals, other school offi- students.

Believing that
uniforms will solve
or prevent gangs
and gang violence
is naive.
The idea that uniforms will
make all the different social and
economic classes of kids appear
and feel equal is also false. Kids
who come from families with
money always wear new expensive
shoes. They II talk about the latest
toys they’ve received, televisions
and computers in their bedrooms,
and their vacation to France or
Hawaii, while less fortunate kids
wear worn, faded, patched uniforms and cheaper shoes, and discuss their vacation trip to the local
ZOO.
School uniforms are more of a
problem than part of a solution.
Chas Mortis is a
Spartan 1)ai4
Staff Writer

Letter

What does not belong in a newspaper
I was completely disgusted to see
the picture of two shirtless, gay
men touching and kissing each
other in the advertisement for The
Watergarden Men’s Club and
Baths in the Spartan Daily today. I
immediately noticed it and was so
shocked that your paper would
print such a sickening picture.
I don’t feel that it is appropriate
to have any sort of sexual picture
in any public newspaper. I know
the Spartan Daily is funded by the
ads it sells, but I never thought
journalism would reach such a low.
I guess money talks, and no matter
how much talking the faculty, staff,
and students engage in over this,
you will most likely continue to
run ads like these over and over
again.

Opinion
page
policies
The Spartan Daily is committed to sharing broad range
of opinions with the community, and readers are encouraged
to express themselves on the
Opinion page with a Letter to
or
Editor
Campus
the
Viewpoint.
A Letter to the Editor is a
200-word response to an issue
or point of view that has
appeared in the Spartan Daily.
A Campus Viewpoint is a
300- to 500-word essay (two
double spaced pages) on
current campus, political or
personal issues.
Submissions become the
property of the Spartan Daily
and may be edited for clarity,
grammar, libel and length.
Submissions must contain the
author’s name, address, phone
number, signature and major.
Submissions must be typed
or submitted on a 5.5" disk
using Microsoft Word on the
Macintosh. Always provide a
printout of the piece.
Submissions may be put in
the Letters to the Editor box at
the Spartan Daily office in
Dwight Bentel Hall room 209,
sent by fax to (408) 924-3237 or
mailed to the Spartan Daily
Forum Editor, School of
Journalism
and
Mass
Communications, San Jose
State
University,
One
Washington Square. San Jose.
(’A, 95192-0149.
Editorials are written by, and
are the consensus of the
Spartan Daily editors, not the
staff.
Published opinions do not
necessarily reflect the views of
the Spartan Daily, the School of
and
Mass
Journalism
Communications or SJSU.

I know this is will probably start
people thinking, "Oh, that person
is homophobic," etc., but I am so
repulsed by this that I had to write.
I’ve never written to any newspaper or magazine before, but I felt
this warranted my writing to you.
The opinions I hold about homosexuals are my own, and they are
private, however when I go to read
my school’s public newspaper I
don’t expect to find sex in my face,
homosexual, bisexual, or heterosexual.
Hopefully in the very near
future the Spartan Daily will clean
up its act and present themselves
in a professional manner. Perhaps
the editor and staff will look to
other fine, reputable newspapers
like the San Jose Mercury for help

In the Mercury, you wouldn’t
see such a shameless display of’ bad
judgment. I am getting very concerned with our society when ads
like this can run in a university
paper without much afterthought,
feedback, or opposition. It is an
example of just how desensitized
Our society is becoming. I’ve always
enjoyed your paper, but this
deserves an explanation, and
please don’t cop out with the
excuse, "Well, don’t forget about
freedom of the press." This is simply does not belong in a public
newspaper.
Thank you for your attention.
Shannon D. Sequeira
Communication Studies
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San Jose State t niyersity

International Studies Office
Inforrnatiori Meeting for
Spring 1996 sentester iii Bath.
tatgland 12:30p.m.-I :30p in
Dudley Morehead flail, Rm.
347. Call 924-4449.

School of Art and Design
lecture Series-Photographer
Richaid Barites 5p.m.-6p.m.
Art Bldg. Km 133 Call 9244328.
School of Art and Design
Student
Galleries
Art
Reception fip.m.-8p.m. Art
Bldg. and Industrial Studies
Bldg. Call 924-4330,

SISU’s Weekly Calendar
TODAY
AffSEC
Meeting 6p.m.-8p.m. Student
Union, Guadalupe Rm.
Call (415) 948-1936.
Career Center
Co-op Orientation 12:30p.m.
Student Union, Costanoan
Rm. Call 924-6033.
Career Center
OnCampus
Interview
Orientation 11:30a.m. Student
Union, Almaden Rm. Call
924-6033.
Advanced
Interview
Techniques for Business and
Engineering
2p.m.
Student
Union,
Urnunhum Rm. Call 924-6033.

SJSU Rugby Club
Recruitment Meeting 4:15p.m.
Student Union, Pacheco Rm.
Call 287-0579.

KSJS 90.5
Public Affairs Programming
Radio Drama Hour 12noon1p.m., Prime Audio Soup
5p.m.-6p.m., Radio Azdan
Public Affairs 7p.m.-7:30p.m.
Call 955-4831.

Catholic Campus Ministry
Dinner 7p.m.
195 E. San
Fernando St. Call 938-1610.

Ohana Wassail
General Meeting 9a.m. Art
Quad, Call 924-8373.

Catholic Campus Ministry
Choir Practice 7:30p.m.
195 E. San Fernando St.
Call 9384610.

Okinawan Shorin RYU Karate
Club
Workout 4p.m.-5p.m. Spartan
Complex West, Rm. 202
Call W4-8977.

Library Donations & Sales
Unit
Ongoing Book Sale, donations
also welcome. 10a.m.-2p.m.
Donations & Sales Unit,
Walquist Library North Rm.
408 & Clark Lobby.
Call 924-2705.

Student California Teachers
Association
Chapter Meeting 12:30p.rn
1:30p.m.
Sweeney
Hall
Rm.332. Call (4151 345-6046.

International Students English
Conversation Groups
Practice Speaking English with
American Speakers 1p.m.3p.m. Administration Bldg.
Rm.269. Call ’274-4740.

Catholic Campus Ministry
Bible Study 12:30p.m.
Student Union, Pacheco Rm.
Call 938-1610.

Hopitality Management Club
Meeting 4:15p.m. MacQuarrie
Hall Rm. 517. Call 924-2749,

SJSU Ballroom Dance Club
Swing Lesscisi and Open
Dancing 7:30p.m.-9:30p.m.
Events Center Aerobics Rm.
Call 287-5916.

Improvised Music Studies
Mariachi Workshop Open to
Students and Community
Last Week to join 7p.m.9:30p.m. Music Bldg. Rm.-186
Call 292-6230.

Library Donations and Sales
Unit
Ongoing Book Sale-Donations
Welcome
10a.m.-2p.m.
Donations and Sales Unit
Wahlquist Library North Rm.
408 & Clark Library Lobby.
Call 924-2705.

KSJS 90.5 FM
Public Affairs Progranuning
Radio Inarna Hour 12ttooti1p.m., From the Right 5p...6p.m., A Rat e for the Times
6p.ni.-7p.m., Radio Aztkui
Public Affairs 7p.m.-7:30p.ni.,
Bible Study 10p.m.-11p.m.
Gall 955-4831.

Luthern Student Fellowship
Evening Bible Study 7p.m.8p.m. First Immiumel
Lutheran Church, 3rd St. Call
9248031.

WEDNESDAY

Okinawan Shorin RYU Karate
Club
Workout 1:30p.m.-3p.m.
Spartan Complex West, Rm.
2)2. Call 924-8977.

Bulwerlytton English Society
Weekly Meeting 12:30p.m.
Faculty Offices. Rm. 104. Call
773-8469.

Filipino Engineering &
Science Organization
Second Meeting, new members welcome 2:30p.m.,
Student Union, Pacheco Rm.
Call 270-5256.

Career Center
Hewlett-Packard Employer
Presentation 9:30a.m.-12noon
& lp.m.-4p.m. Student Union,
Urnunhum Rm. Call 924-6033.

Re-Entry Advisory Program
Brown Bag Lunch: Financial
Aid, Grant & Schlorship
12noon-1::30p.m. Student
Union, Pacheco Rm. Call 9245950.

Career Center
Interviewing for Success
2:30p.m. Student Union,
Almaden Rm. Call 924-6033.
Catholic Campus Ministry
Discussion - Who Is Jesus?
7p.tn. 195 E. San Fernando St.
Call 938-1610.

Re-entry Advisory Program
Support Group 12noon-Ipan.
Administration Bldg.Rtn. 269
Call 924-5950.

School of Art & Design
Student Galleries Art Shows
10a.m.-4p.m. Art Bldg. &
Industrad Studies Bldg. Call
924-4330.

College Democrats
Meeting 4p.m. Student Union,
Guadalupe Rm. C.all 924-7910.

Endres will not be published unless a specific time, date and place of event is given.
Sparta Guide is free!!! And available to students. faculty & staff assra imams. Deadline is 5pm two days before publication. Forms available at DM 209. Entries
may be edited to allow for space restrictions. Please print clearly and till omit a wperate slip for each day the event will take place.
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Man charged
with giving away
computer secrets
Al) - - A man
PHOLN I X
charged with gi log Intel Corp.’s
computer sec m ets to a competitor
claimed Mood,n he was being set
up by the government after a
falling out over his work as a freelance spy.
William Gaede, being held on a
federal fraud charge, spun a tale of
international intrigue in a jail house news conference allowed by
the FBI.
He’s accused of sending a videotaped primer on how to make the
Pentium computer chip that runs
state-of-the-art peranial aopt iters
.
to Advanced Ma to l)msi,es
Inters arch-rival in Sib( on Vallev.
Gaede offered few details about
the Pentium accusation, instead
laying out a cony, ilu ted s, enatio
involving Cuban mid 1 S. intelligence agencies .ind aim alleged
double-cross la tli( FBI.
"What I himi html was limit mr,"
said Garde. who has gae interviews earlier this %1’.11 admitting
stealing secrets and sav mg he had
dealings with comfit ii ist and former communist goer imams.
Gaede - who pronounces his
name GAY-dee - told reporters
here he acted as a go-between for
Cuban and U.S. intelligent e agencies. He said the U.S. government
wanted Cuban military secrets in
exchange for information on U.S.
technologv.
He sciuldn’t comment on
exchange was actually
whether
made, aii.\"1 illy.; that and many
other qlitsttlmiis hi saing the information would I mane out at his trial.
The
43-year-old
Argentine
native was arrested by the FBI
Saturday at his home in the
Phoenix’ suburb of Mesa. He was
held in the Maricopa County jail
pending transfer to California,
where the prosecution is based.
He was charged with mail fraud
and interstate transportation of
AIIV

stolen propertv 111 an FBI riminal
complaint that was under seal in a
federal court ill San Jose, Calif.,
a« ording to Lee Alishuler of the
S
t( /I
’s office us Sanitise.
N111hri Altshuler nor officials in
the t s Attorney’s office in
Phoenix
would
immediately
/1.111111 calls seeking comment on
his accusations.
He was scheduled to appear
before a federal magistrate here
Wednesday.
The Pentium video was sent to
Advanced Micro Devices from
Argentina, where Garde spent
some time before returning to the
Phoenix area four months ago.
"I wanted to face the music," he
said.
Garde worked as a systems engineer for Intel in the Phoenix suburb of Chandler in 1993 and 1994.
He worked for Advanced Micro
Devices from 1979 to 1992, he
said.
The government alleges he stole
information from Intel and
Advanced Micro Devices worth
tens of millions of dollars, according to The San Jose Mercury-News.
which first reported his arrest.
In newspaper interviews earlier
this year, Gaede claimed to have
passed oil information he stole
from Advanced Micro Devices to
Cuba, China, North Korea and
Iran. He also claimed to have
given data to the Soviet Union and
East Germany in the last years of
the Cold War.
He said at the time he began
stealing out of allegiance to communism, but continued in order
to make money.
The drapes were drawn and
shades were shut Monday in
Gaede’s single story ranch-style
home in a modest neighborhood.
No one answered the door at the
home, though a van a car were in
the carport.

Kaiser plan shows bonuses for keeping costs at low level
SACRAMENTO (AP) - Documents
spirited from the nation’s largest health
maintenance organization show doctors
are offered financial bonuses to write
fewer prescriptions and reduce hospital
stays by patients.
While that may seem counter to the
benevolent view of health care protrayed
on television shows such as "ER," officials
for Kaiser Permanente said nothing in the
business plan should alarm patients.
"Everything in it is evidence of good
medicine," said Kathleen Barco, spokeswoman for Kaiser’s Southern California
operations.
Kaiser Permanente’s business plan for
Southern California was obtained from an
inside source by Consumers for Quality
Care, a Los Angeles-based watchdog
group.
The business plan offered a rare
glimpse inside the competitive health care
industry, and showed how Kaiser is struggling to stay on top.
"We know it’s going on, but this is the
clearest indication it happens," said Jamie
Court of the consumer group.
The business plan is even more troubling because it involves a not-for-profit
medical company, Court said. "What are
the for-profits doing?" he wondered.

id

Kaiser official,
all health care
nizations are t! it;
manage costs, to
make health care as
affordable as possible.
"What Kaiser is
doing is the same
thing all other health
organitatious
care
are doing," said 1.1 .1 Petersen, w 1,, works
in media relations tot Kaiser’s Ii, adquarters in Oakland.
Kaiser covers 2.4 million people in
Northern California, one of every hair residents, and ’2.2 million in Southern
California. It is the largest HMo in the
nation with 6.6 niiliimmn memhcr s and $11
billion in annual lecetities.
The company la«, sIlt ( ompetition
from newer HMOs that can offer cheaper
semi( es.
In addition to the Southern California
chi( omen’s, he onsumer group obtained
a menu, It iii a December 1994 Kaiser
him iard nsectimig that indicated similar busitiess practices ill Northern Califorma.
Kidney sped:dist Dr. Juan 1 iidotter
wrote in that memo that
rates ere being reduced,

longed.
- The board decided
that year-end bonuses to
doctors would be tied to
performance. with half
awarded lot staying within
Dr. Juan Ordonez budgets anti half tied to
Kidney specialist patient satisfaction surveys.
Up to $3,600 in yearly
ppbonuses would be paid to
doctors who keep patients
(Halal I ethalloils Wei , netted to collo id
it it hospitals and prescribe less expensi i drugs.
Kaiser Northern ilitornia operations
- There is a major oversupply of health
in I 99.1 de, 1(ased hospital days per 1,000 care in Northern California, :Ind Kaiser
among
people
members by II percent
estimated that one-third (tithe hospitals in
younger than 64, and by 14 percent Northern California will close and onealma ig those older than 64.
third of physicians will either retire or
"I ic-re are more sayings in reducing leave the state.
it than its reducing the length of
actin
- Kaiser is in a good position to be one
stav. .1 iii tight both areas must be worked of three or four health plans to survive the
out, Ordonez wrote.
downsizing, in part because of low adminThe company seeks to reduce its hospi- istrative costs and because it serves a smalltalization rate from 232 days per 1,000 er number of indigent patients that its
members in 1994 to 164 days per 1,000 in competitors.
1997, the documents show.
- More surgeries such as masectornies,
Other highlights of the memo include:
and
gall -bladder
appetidectomk-s
estimated 42 percent of hospital removals would be performed on an outadmissions .11veyed were thought to be patiet it basis
i in 57 percent of the , ases
- 1.om skilled workers should be used
the 111,.;11, I stay was 111111eCt55.11111 pro- to cut lii .m isis 111d reduce staff in corgi -

There are more sayings in reducing admissions rather
than in reducing the length of the stay ...

cal and primary care specialities.
These documents come to light three
months after other documents revealed
Kaiser was discharging newborn babies
and their mothers as early as eight hours
after delivery.
"The business plan exposes an anatomy
of managed care in which even nonprofit
HMOs like Kaiser are driven by profit at
the expense of qualitl.." said Harvey
Rosenfield, executive director the con Sinner gTOUp.
The Medical Board of California does
not prohibit linking doctors’ income to
or
economic
measures.
efficiency
Disciplinary ai Mai only applies whets
below staut diii ( are is given due to grossly
negligent or I epeated negligent acts.
Assemblywoman Barbara Friedman. I)Sherman Oaks, authored a bill that called
for prohibiting HMOs from compensating
employees based on the number of medical claims denied or cost of services
I-N.11RA. The measure is on Gov. Pete
Wilson’s desk awaiting approval.
Rosenfield said his organization plans to
ask legislators to b,ut the bonuses. require
full disclosure of medical treatment
options to patients, linsit profiteering in
the medical industry and impose standards for doctor and nursing staffs.

Rodney King passenger suit rejected by court
Testimony claimed
man was detained by
police only 24 minutes
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - A
lawsuit by one of Rodney King’s
passengers against officers who
held him face-down at gunpoint
was rejected Monday by a federal
appeals court, which cited King’s
"combative and uncooperative"
behavior its justifying Bryant
Allen’s detention.
"Allen is not responsible for
King’s behavior, but the police
were responding to the situation as
a whole," said the 9th U.S. Circuit
Court of Appeals.
Allen was one of two passengers
in a car driven by King that the
California Highway Patrol tried to
stop for speeding on a Los Angeles
freeway its March 1991.
After an eight-mile chase joined
by the Los Angeles police, the car
stopped ots a dark street, the occupants were ordered to get out and
lie facedown, and King was beaten
after he failed to comply fully, an
event captured on videotape by an
amateur photographer.
After acquittals its state court
that touched off riots, two policemen were convicted in federal
court of violating King’s civil
rights. King also won $3.8 million

from the city inill suit.
is ordered and
Allen lay doss
was handcuffed and frisked for
weapons while a I.os Angeles
Unified School District offi«a held
a guts at his head. lie was then
helped to his feet, searc lied again
and questioned by CHI’ Officer
Melanie Singer. He told her he
had beets drinking, did not have
identification and could not
explain King’s failure to stop the
car, the court said.
Other CHP officers arrived, took
him to a patrol cat and quest lot ie,1
hills further beim e leleasitig him.
Allen estimated that his detention
lasted tm more than ’2.1
the court said.
Its testimony at the poll( emen’s
state «,iti t ii iii for beating King,
Allen said he too WAS beaten and
kicked. He -mliii ml his own suit
against the ills 1/1 IAN AllgeleS for
$30,000 and eventually dropped
his claim of excessive fi wee against
the five CHI’ and school district
officers he sta.(
The suit «intended Allen seas
not merely detained lint at ested,
without legal grounds mm believe he
had committed IIIime
U.S. District judge lohn Davies
saving
ruled its the offi«tsl
they could have t ea.,mu i ml
believed this were not %whiting
Allen’s rights and thei (lore were
legally immune from damages.

The appeals court went further
and said Allen was not arrested
and his rights were not violated.
"Pointing a weapon at a suspect,
ordering him to lie on the ground,
handcuffing him, and placing him
for a brief period in a police vehicle for questioning ... does not
automatically convert an investigatory detention into an arrest
requiring probable cause," said
judge David Thompson in the 3-0
ruling.
He acknowledged that sum 11
detentions wile titled to be hill
fledged attests in two prei,
cases, but said the defend.,11115 ill
those cases weir. i oopetatne and
posed no danget to police.
In this case. 1 hompson said.
officers had been led .111 .111 eight mile high-speed r haw. had not vet
ruled out the possiliilin that the
car was st, den, .1i1(1 wet e laced with
mill uncooperative"
a "combat]
driver. Allen was di tusk and could
not explain King’s refusal to stop.
Thompson said.
Its light of all the circumstances.
Thompson said, the officers’ treatment ofThonspsommm was reasottable
for a detention and did not
amount to an at t est.
"That should finally mark the
end to the Rodin-% King incident
as far as the Caliliitnia Highway.
Patrol is im mill et tied," said Ms.
Singer’s laws CI. ISUIljamin Salvaty.

A

"It seems ft) ine that it cotnpletely
validatts their , .,111111, t "
11.15 .111,.11s 1111.1 It.
I Ilt
oles
111/111 to high standards ml
siomilisni anti I thuds hit \ did
[las ( ase." said 1)eptit .\Iimmi la%
Genet al Ihomas Mike. 1.11’0,1 I.
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They’re not cowgirls
Farming nuns run abbey on prayer
\ I II \I, lass. (API
Hann( \ Lir is. straddles the fidgety
calls netts and guides its thrashing
head toward a bucket of milk. The
sun is high. Its hot outside, but in
the barn it is stifling and the flies
are persistent.
Up to her knees in has Mid with
sawdust outing her work t lothes,
lanI1C- \1.111e alternately dips a
ge( into the bucket and the is sold t.it’s mouth. She is teaching it
hos. to think on its own.
though it is not vet noon,
Danne-Mat le has Iteen up for
hours. But It 55115 Iles CI 1 11 lerrUln
hiss lti s ocanon. At
he! Snide,
least a small pal it it.
I Untie -Mai le is a Frappe...tine
n tin And at Mount Si
Mal
/Alien. she has
heen lotsteted tot is year.
1lIlt-Is 111 1 he it
with
gtetm hills of Wi entham, the
sistels I Alse
III help

if

Llp1/4it

lleMSe

Cs. ThC1(

Is

In the beginning, the heifers were
breaking out all the time and ending
up in the industrial park down the
road.

a mad -order candy business.
Li to.
While the nuns have for
decades made fudge and
chit ct time pops to keep the
ahhes running. tlies still are
learning about this business
4 it
t aising
(-placement
!letters for dairs herds.
t ’mil the spring, the nuns were
(lairs farmers, tending a herd ..t
milk cows. collecting tanks of milk
ii be pasteurized and sold.
But si isis. grain prices rose anti
the pr. his shifted to losses like
si
111 .ills iiitiler dairy farms in a
1.11-111 to /111 its that rewards bigness. The milking herd was sold
itt
"The economy did us in," said
mother S111 /iris /I Agnes Day.
S... if
.16 scars, another plan
was pill together.
The switch to heifer-raising was
logical. with the large barn, grazing fields and rows of corn for feed
already in place. The nuns buy
calves, raise them until thes have
one of tneir own, and sell the
mother. If the calf is a bull, it is
soId, ux...
At ter only mi trials, the nuns still
are getting used to the new business.
"In the beginning the heifers
\sere breaking out all the time and
ending up in the industrial park
down the road." says Sister Miriam,

S

on prayer." says Sister Maureen.
It’s part of the Cistercian order,
which was founded in France in
the 11th century and stresses selfknowledge.
Hanne-Marie, who was a journalist in Norway until hearing her
cows. "
And when the thousand-1a nand call, says her former career helps
beasts decide amongst themselves her AS she prepares to take her
that one grazing pasture looks final vows.
"I use everything I learned in
more appetizing than another and
lumber away. "it’s easier to just let journalism, like the critical thinkthem." she says. Cows have no dis- ing about sources, listening, using
your senses," she says. "Now, I use
cipline.
The work is hard. And most of it on myself, on my thoughts."
In the hours spent working.
the nuns were not tat in girls to
start with, Sister Agnes Day says. when Hanne-Marie and others
But "some members of the com- head to the barn, others file into
munity feel it provides a good bal- the buttery-sweet-smelling candy
house on the abbey’s nearly 600 acres.
The candy business was
started in 1956, about
seven years after the abbey
was founded out of St.
Waterford.
Mary’s
in
Ireland.
"It has built up from one
kettle
and
wrapping
caramels
by hand to a big
Sister Maureen
business with a lot of
Farmer
automation," Sister Agnes
says.
She says the candy records
and orders are now comance for an intense life of prayer."
puterized and the nuns plan to
The nuns have some help from advertise on the World Wide Web.
but
volunteers,
Sister Rita, who directs the
a few neighbor
mostly take care of things them- candy operation, says the nuns will
selves. One taught herself how to turn out about 12 tons of candy
weld so she could make steel- this year, including more than 850
barred pens fir the calves.
12-pound cases of the best-selling
"It’s amazing what you can do if "munch," a decadent concoction
you have it in your head that you of butter toffee, milk chocolate
can do it," Sister Miriam says.
and walnuts.
The sisters also produce fudge
The chores are divided. Some
nuns shovel sawdust and hay for and penuche, chocolate-covered
bedding, others clean the stalls. All caramels, milk-chocolate bars and
help stack the bales of hay to the suckers and almond bark. Some is
towering rafters of the barn to get sold in gift boxes, with jams produced by a monastery in Spencer.
the herd now numbering 65
through die winter.
So many orders flood in for
But as time-consuming as the Christmas, the nuns are already
shifting into a six-day production
farm and the candy business
may be, the work is only a part of schedule.
In each box of candy is a small,
life at the abbey.
The days begin at 3 a.m. and for hand-lettered flier urging the
the first five hours there is mostly buyer to share and explaining that,
prayer in the chapel. Then, until besides the fresh cream and butter,
the lights go out at 8 p.m., work, the ingredients are "monastic joy
meals and chores are fit in among and a concern for the whole patperiods of prayer.
tern of family and friendship in
"The whole day is integrated in your life."
a very real way through the focus
putting a hand to het habit and
shaking tier head. "And the police
would come.’
Then there WAS the "stampede,"
Sister Maureen recalls. "All we did
for two hours was run after the
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(Dinner .41l.i.

All You Can Eat

U’S Mongolia B -B -Q
.41af-

Dinner
$6.99 per person
Mon -Sun
5pm-9pm

,

4.%

Mongolian B-B-0
Egg Rolls
Choose bowl of sliced meat
Soy Chicken &Potatoes
(buffet style)
Fried Shrimp Rice
Fried Chicken Noodles
Beef, Pork, Chicken
Mongolian Biscuits
Vegetables & B-B-Q
Sweet Sour Chicken (dinner only
Sauce
Deep Fried Onion Fingers(dinne" only! Sour Hot
Soupidin1dniennreornlyon;y)
any)
"Beef Ball (dinner
"Chinese Donut (dinner onlyl
?
Wontons
1111 hI Caitlin() Real. S,iui,t ( 1,11,1

LA N
Pp<

(408) 985.-2958

4.11 V.
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Singer Gloria Estefan witness to fatal boat accident
\
sear -old law student at Howard
MI BEACH, Fla.
A inan who investigators say mai
University in Washington. D.C.
have been jumping boat wakes Passenger Tisha Greene, also a
on his personal watercraft died Howard law student, was in staafter colliding with a pleasure ble condition early today with
boat carrying singer Gloria head bruises,
Estefan and her producer-husCapt. Mike Lamphear of the
band Emilio.
Florida Marine Patrol said the
The Estefans, who were the accident apparently was not the
on Is jR.’,.ple aboard the 33-foot fault of Emilio Estefan, who was
sessel. weren’t injured in piloting the boat and traveling
slim las ’..i< cident about a guaress than 20 mph.
N.:
..ff trendy South Beach.
"I was going straight out and
killed was Howard Clark, a ’29- felt it hitting my vessel," Emilio

Estefan said. "1 feel very bad
about what happened. ... I feel
for (the victims) families."
The watercraft was sent airborne after hitting the pleasure
boat’s wake and the victim was
thrown onto the boat’s propellet-, Limphear said.
"It’s a very popular and coinmon thing," he said. "When you
do it ’200 feet behind the boat,
it’s usually not a problem.
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CHICKEN
SPECIAL
5 pieces of
chicken w/
Carribean
Buns
$4.50

Eighty donated church bells to ring for boy slain in Italy
ALAMEDA, Calif.
who
were recipients of his
Bells donated in mentors of a 7- organs.
year-old Bodega Bay boy who
Green died Oct. 1, 1994, after
was murdered while on vacation
he was shot by highway bandits
in Italy have arrived at Alameda who opened fire on his vacationNavtd Air Station.
ing parents’ car in Calabria.
The most magnificent of the
The parents, Reginald and
80 bells donated by churches, Maggie Green, donated their
families and schools was cast by a son s organs to seven Italians
1.000-year-old Italian foundry. who were critically ill,
The bronze bell, which was
The parents’ generosity surblessed by. Pope John Paul II, has prised the nation, and the numin relief the names of \ itholas ber of Italians agreeing to
( ;teen .111(1 the seven Italians donate organs quadrupled after

111(11)1,1\ -

the incident.
The bells of varying sizes,
some as small as an apple, were
delivered by the Italian Air Force
and presented to the family in a
special ceremony.
Bay area sculptor Bruce
Hasson plans to build an opensided pyramid as a receptacle for
the bells, which will be placed at
a site near Bodega Bay. He said
the wind will gently ring the
bells.

140 East San Carlos Between 3rd and 4th

444.P- 0Nt"

iztzt

12-year-old’s condition critical after shooting on freeway
I (),
\\id-1.ES (Al’)
i i rItinued their
I lisisii4.1(,Is
long-odds hunt today for a freewas gunman who critically
wounded .1 I .2-s ear-old boy heading hunt’ f [4 /111 a baseball game.
kit hard Andrew Bautista of
Whitt iet. remained in critical
conditi..11 Silt geons removed a
bullet (11 /NI Ills brain (/11
Satin das

Bautista, an altar boy and soccer enthusiast was shot Friday as
he, his cousin and her friend
were driving home on the
Harbor Freeway from a Los
Angeles Dodgers game.
The shot may have been fired
from a van, and detectives were
still looking for it, said Officer
Cherie Clair, a police spokeswoman. But they were in the

dark about who did the shooting
and why, she said.
Police were hoping for calls
from witnesses, she said.
Cynthia Ibarra, IS, flagged
down a police officer after the
attack. Her friend, 18-year-old
Jesus Magdalen, was treated for
a graze wound in his back.

NEW ’RING KEE

TI-IA I SPECIAL:
Won Ton
Soup

Won Ton Noodle Soup

Mexican officials surprised by U.S. decision to build fence
II l’ \ ’s( ). lists ( Al’)
Mexu an otli( laits Wel e caught
oft-godol Is tilt C.S. governmenes Announcement that it is
jun( ceding with plans to build a
I 1-mile fence along the border,
.1 1 s geallate official says.
"We feel deceived," Ismael
(hut it, deputy consul general
of the Mexican Consulate in El
Paso, WAS quoted as saying in
Monday’s El Paso Times.
He said Mexican authorities

welt( sin wised IA (he announcement at a Sept. II news conference because they had not
received a reply to a proposal
about the fence that they had
made three months earlier.
They also weren’t told that
U.S.
Immigration
and
Service
Naturalization
Commissioner Doris Meissner
was going to talk about the fence
when they were invited to the
news conference, said Orozco.

The presence of Alexi( an otticials was misconstrued by some
people as an approval of the U.S.
announcement, he said.
The 10-foot-high fence, much
like the one that separates San
Diego from Tijuana, Mexico,
should be completed by the end
of October. It will run along a
1.3
-mile
stretch
of desert
between Stmland Park, N.M.,
and an outlying residential area
of Ciudad Juarez. Mexico.

Rice Stick

+e,

Downtown San Jose
262 E. Santa Clara St
Between 6th and 7th St
Next to Lucky’s
289-8688

NOODLE
HOUSE

PAD THAI NOODLE
Combination Crispy
Fried Noodles
Chow Fun

Coming Soon
NEW TONG KEE #2 at
Milpitas Town Center
481 E. Calaveras Blvd.
Behind El Tonto & Red Lobster
263-8288
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CHINESE CUISINE - FOOD TO GO

ca-k

Lunch and Dinner
Catering Available

Mandarin & Schechuan
Box Lunches To Go

vv(wtis

GRAND OPENING!
PACIFIC CAR WASH, INC.
New C)wne’shiP- ,t’w EqtAil="e’14

FULL SERVICE CAR WASH
Full Wash, Wax, & Tire Dressing
$ 7 . 9 5
0 11 1
Open Mon. to Sat. 8:30 to 6:00

131 E. Jackson Street

6 Blocks North of Santa Clara Between 3rd an,1
OPEN DAILY
11:30 - 9:00 pm

II In

4111

294-3303 or 998-9427

21 N. Fifth St. San Jose, CA 95112 (408) 293-3128
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MOM: FOR THE MASSES

Directory

EVERYTHING FROM RAP TO REGGAE

$ 1 0.FF
ANY CD

Great Selection
of
New & Used
CD’s!

1

VaDd with thle coupon

SAN PEDRO
MARKET

1. Wings

*

FIRST ST.

2. New Tung Kee

SECOND Sr.

3. Subway

THIRD ST.

4. ABCD Exchange
---ir

FOURTH ST.

*

* 5. R&G Printing
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A few good men
SJSU rugby
is looking
for new players
By Loretta McCarty
Spartan Daily Stall Writer
The San Jose State Rugby Club
is about to begin its season, opening against Santa Clara University
on October 14th. However, the
team is still looking for a few good
men.
"Here is a big chance for those
students who don’t have the
opportunity
to
play a collegiate
sport, to come on
down and try
out," said Mike
McDonald, head
coach
of the
rugby
men’s
team. "Rugby is a
maximum participation game, we
don’t have cuts,
and everyone gets
to play.
Even though
it’s not a high-profile sport, it has a
long history at SJSU. It was played
at the University in the 1920s and
’30s.
In 1924, SJSU, and other local
universities, played on the U.S.
Olympic team.
Doug De(,root, alumni, and former SJSU football coach, played
on that team, and went on to win
the competition in the 1924
Olympics in Paris.
The game made a comeback in
1970 at SJSU, through the efforts
of Keith Landsley, an Australian,
who taught physical education.
"Landsley established the program by teaching rugby and then
he formed a team." said Ron
McBeath, former temporary coach
for 21 years, and now advisor to
the men’s rugby club. "SJSU
played reasonably well that first
year and we stuck to it."
You don’t have to be a Hulk
Hogan to play the game, but you
do need to be in good shape. It’s a
running game, and you need slot
of stamina.
The playing field is larger than
the one used for football, the
games last for 90 minutes, and
have two 40-minute halves.

id

Thete ate IS playets on a team
and they play the entire game
unless they are injured.
Injuries do happen, said
McDonald, but they are rarely serious enough to keep a player out of
the wune for very long. It s not like
football where a player can be out
for a whole season with injuries."
Players are recruited from the
class McDonald teaches at SJSU in
the spring, and from junior colleges and high schools.
The one stipulation the university has for playing on the first team
is that: you are a full-time undergraduate student, in good academic standing, (C or better) and that
you are under 25.
There are no
to
restrictions
play on the second team.
Contrary to the
idea that rugby is
gentleman’s
a
the game
Bill Surraco sport,
has a reputation
Rugby player .is being rough
and even violent
"It depends on
what color glasses
you’re looking at
it through," McBeath said. "It s a
body contact sport and I don’t
think it is as nearly as violent as
American football,"
"In rugby the idea is to avoid the
hit as much as possible and to pass
the ball to somebody who is in a
better place to run with it and
score." he said.
Seconding that notion is Bill
Surraco, former player for Santa
Clara University.
"You play tough, but not with
the idea to kill your opponent,"
Surraco said. "In football you play
the player, in rugby you play the
ball.
Club President Chris Fisher said
that he played football first, but it
was too much stop and start for
him and that rugby is much more
enjoyable.
If you are interested in joining
or in finding out more about the
Rugby Club, there will be a meeting in the Pacheco Room in the
Student Union on today at 4:15
p.m.. The first practice begins on
October 3rd.
If you can’t make either, and are
still interested, call either Dr. Ron
McBeath at 924-3660, or Mike
McDonald at 287-4982.

You play tough, but
not with the idea to kill
your opponent.

NOG

PHOTO BY MicuAii. ANDREWS SPARTAN DAILY
0.=o Rose (left) toes to get the ball away from Chris Fisher at an early rugby practice Saturday. The team’s first official practice is Oct. 3.

Ball rolls in Titans’ favor; Spartan lose
its driche Lacapa

Ai

Spartan Daily Staff Writer

If San Jose State 1ii
Mario Orozco’s header U.is ii .1
few inches lower, or if Jason
Martinez’s shot rolled a few feet
deeper, then maybe the Spartan
men’s soccer team could have
pulled off its second 6in of the
year.
But, as the dust cleared and the
the
winded down,
minutes
Spartans (1-5) found themselves
.1 5-2 loss to Cal State
Fullerton (5-31 Sunday at Spartan
Stadium.
We just couldn’t finish our
shots." said midfielder -Christian
Fernandez. "And mice we pulled
int defense. they just left two
defenders behind and that’s how
.dl their gods came."
The Titans’ two back-breaking
goals came one minute apart from
each other with less than 12 minplay. Fulle!t, m’s midfielder

I think were a better team than we showed today.
We’ve just got to get a couple of wins under our belts.
Brandon Main
SJSU goalie

P,
Matt Bradbury, who was assisted by
midfielder Charlie Lynch, found
himself all alone on the right side
of the field with a Spartan defender and squeaked one in for a goal.
A minute later, Titan forward
Joe DiGiamarino, on a perfectly
timed pass from Lynch, blasted by
all the Spartan defenders kicking
the final goal of the game.
Titans acting head coach Bob
Arnmann, whose team was coming
off of a tour 2-1 overtime loss to
Santa Clara last Thursday, believed
his team weathered the storm in

the beginning and sorted things
out later in the game.
"After we got a couple of goals
San Jose was having to push up
and left itself susceptible in the
back," he said. "And fortunately
for us, we put our chances away
that we had."
The Titans, who have been
ahead in all of their games this season, scored first on a 10-yard
penalty kick by midfielder Tony
Jaime to get the Titans offense
rolling.
"It’s just a guessing game," said

Jaime, who is normally left-footed
and took the kick with his right.
"The first score took a lot of pressure off of us. I think if we hadn’t
scored the first goal we would have
been in deep trouble."
But it was the Spartans who
found themselves in trouble as
they fell behind early. SJSU, down
3-0, scored their first goal when
Orozco booted the ball from deep
in the back field to Martinez, who
then finished the play with a 16yard kick past the Titans’ Mike
Forensich.
Martinez, who had two goals in
the game, scored his second in a
crowd, as he got control of a ball
and kicked it in for a 6-yard goal.
Spartan goalie Brandon Main,
who watched five balls go by him,
said of the tough loss, "I think
we’re a better team than we
showed today. We’ve just got to get
a couple of wins under our belts."

SPAM

1,All Stall Writer

III .111 1111IntsSI \ slioiiig the
san jos,: State l’imersni. NVomen’s
(iiniillf% train finished sec-

ond in the Santa Clara Invitational
in Belmont Saturday.
SJSU’s top runner was junior
Sarah Iley who finished seventh
with a time of 19 minutes 57 sec-

itatoiNG
A Full Service Printing & Copying

COPY 21/2
(nibs White Pai,f Auto Feed,

93 E. Santa Clara (Between 2nd & 3rd) 297-6698
i5$3 Stevens Creek Blvd. (Corner of San Thomas) 241-3614
With This CoLpon

onds.
"The course was really tough,"
Iley said. "Very steep and lots of
hills."
Ilev has been SJSU’s number
one finisher in each of the past
three meets. This is her first year
running for SJSU, she ran previously for American River Junior
College in Sacramento.
SJSU’s second finisher
was
freshman Carol Burns who came
in behind Iley with a time of 20
minutes 3 seconds. Burns ran for
her high school team in El Toro
and was nervous about the college
team she would run for.
"(SJSU’s team) is what I was
looking for because it is a lot like
my high school team," Burns said.

N SVORTS CAI I NI)

Men’s soccer at

USF, 7p.m.

FRIDAY:
Women’s volleyball vs New Mexico State at Spartan Gym,
7:30 p.m.
Women’s soccer at Fresno State, 7 p.m.
Men’s golf, Fresno Lexus Golf Classic, 36 holes

"We’ve only been running together for a little over a month and we
are a very close group."
Stanford
The
upcoming
Invitational at Stanford University
on Saturday will have the team
competing against many topranked teams on a fast course.
"Some of the girls have run this
course before and know what to
expect but it will be new for me,"
Iley said.
Last year, the SJSU team came in
last out of the 25 teams that competed in the tournament.
I hope we (the team) can finish
in the top 10," Burns said. "We’ve
been moving up well and cutting
off time in each meet."

SATURDAY:
Football vs Utah State, Spartan Stadium, 1:30 p.m.
Women’s volleyball vs. Nevada at Spartan Gym, 7:30 p.m.
Women’s cross country, Stanford Invitational at Stanford, 10
am
Men’s golf, Fresno Lexus Golf Classic, 18 holes.

SUNDAY:
Men’s

soccer vs. Fresno State at Spartan Stadium, 5 p.m.
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Women’s cross country finishes second
By Kristina Allen
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the Gauchos.
The 4-3 Spartans take on
Fresno State this Friday in
Fresno.

spasm Dolly Sialf Deport
The SJSU women’s soccer
team experienced the extremes
this weekend, easily defeating
fellow first-year program Cal
State Los Angeles but meeting
their match down the coast
against the more established program of UC Santa Barbara.
On Friday, SJSU dominated
winless CS Los Angeles. 2-0, on
goals by Michelle Vargas and
Katy Doyle.
Sunday, the Spartans moved
down the coast to Santa Barbara,
battling UCSB to a scoreless first
half tie. The Spartans could not
hold on, however, falling 3-1 to

Volleyball team
sweeps Utah

left. Scott Mitchell hit Fier man

Last minute
Nmer drive
falls short

Moore for
12 yards, Brett
Perriman for 22 and Aubrey

11.

Matthews for
That moved the
Lions to the 49ers’

It )!\. 11.1C, Mich. (Al’) - The

Season Deity surf Report

The SJSU volleyball team took
two matches from Utah State
this weekend, sweeping all six
games of the series.
Led by outside hitter Paola
Paz-Soldan’s
18
kills,
the
Spartans easily overcame the
Aggies attack to move to 8-4 on
the season, 2-1 in Big West
Conference play.
New Mexico State will battle
SJSU Friday at 7:30 p.m. in the
Spartan Gym.

Detroit Lions, winless entering the
game and some fans calling for
coach Wayne Font es’ dismissal,
delivered the biggest jolt of the
NFL season Monday tight.
They beat the Super 11,ml champion San Francisco Piers 27-24
when Doug Brien missed a 40-yard
field goal as time expired, the ball
bouncing off the right upright.
In sending San Francisco to its
first loss of the season, Jason
Hanson kicked the winning 32yard field Foal with 1:12 rem
g
and the Lions prevailed, astoundingly, without a big game from
Barry Sanders,
The Lions began the winning
drive on their 26 with no timeouts

16.

Mitchell’s sneak on third-and -1
was short by inches. But instead of
g
g for the field goal, with 2:46
remaining,
Fontes
signaled
Mitt hell to go for it again. This
time he slid oil tight guard Dasid
Lutz lin- 2 yards.

The Lions (1-3) then ran
Sanders into the line three times,
each for no gain, and Hanson
came on for the winner.
Before the go-ahead field goal,
the 49ers had used their last timeobi But with the game clot k run-

ning, the Lions snapped the ball
for Hanson’s kick with more than
10 seconds left on the play clock,
giving the 49ers additional precious seconds to inure downfield
for their last drive.
Then Steve Young, who has
directed so many winning drives

for the 49er s, took ins tut it. Out of
timeouts, he matched the 49ers (3from their own 20 to the Lions’
22 to set kip Brien’s trv.
Young completed ’27 of 44 pass-

1)

es for 349 yards and two touchdowns. with one interception. Jerry
Rice had II catches for 181 yards.
It was Rut m’s 51st 100-said game.
breaking Don Maynard’s NFL
record.
Mit( hell, taking up the slack
when the 49ers’ defense stacked
up to stop Sanders, completed 28
of 42 for 291 yards and one touchdown. Mitchell also ran for one.
Sanders was held to 24 yards on 17
carries.
Mitchell’s 20-yard touchdown
pass to Moore, followed by
Mitchell’s pass to Perriman for the
2-point conversion, gave Detroit a
24-17 lead with 10:41 left in the
fourth quarter. But the Lions used
their third and final timeout just
befoie the conversion.
But the 49ers, with Thong hit-

Classi lied
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim For products or
EMPLOYMENT
services advertised below nor Is
there any guarantee Implied. The INTERPRETER FOR THE DEAF,
dignified cokrnns of the Spartan iMrt time, experience required.
Daily consist of pad advertising Goodwill Contact Susan Lawless,
and offerings are not approved or Personnel 408-9995774.
verified by the ’inv./soaps+
RECEPTIONIST OPENINGS Job
sharing opportunity with a fast-paced
FOR RENT
Quick Proter. Hours 8:00arn1:00ern
and 12:00pm.5:00pin. Will train on
2 BDR M. APAFMVENT - $750/MO.
Isotec phone system. Must have
ix.ioing
type
peasant, helpful telephone manner.
Security
Secure Parking
Fa resirre to 2770131 ortlCaori
2770700.
Close In
Modem Building
DRIVING INSTRUCTORS
Free Basic Cable service
HS. gad. Clew DMV. Work when you
Laundry Room
want with our cars. Call 971-7557.
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St.
9W. San Carlos St. San Jose.
(408) 2956893.
RECEPTIONIST
780 S. 11TH STREET APTS.
Part time afternoons iMon.-Fri.)
Large 2 bdrm/2 ba. Very clean.
Contact: Dr. Ins Bloomer
Security type bldg. Laundry. Cable
n & k Technology. Santa Clara
available. Ample parking. Quiet
408.982-1151.
with good neighbors. Walk or ride
bike to school. Responsive
management. We take advance SITTER NEEDED for 2 children
deposits. 5745. $79 5/month. ages 5 & 3. Near campus. approx.
10 hours/wk. Wed. aft, needed
Call 288-9157.
most. Call Carolyn at 298.6080.
UNFURNISNED OFFICE space.
TEACHERS
Sleeping room possibility can be
discussed. Inky:nation: 2972697. Campbell before & after school
program has AM & PM positions
CLASSIC 1 BDRM APARTMENT available. We are looking for a
with balcony. For clean. quiet. sober team player with 12 ECE units.
& financially responsible single experience with school-age children
adult. $595/mo. 553-B So. 6th and knowledge of NAEYC Accred.
St. Tom: 292-3239 or 492.8828. Excellent salary & benefits. Call
Laura 408-3702143 FOE.
SUMMER WIND
TECHNICIAN
THE LARGEST 2 & 3 BEDROOM
Part Inc
APARTMENT HOMES N THE AREA!
ft.
Contact:
Dr. Ins Bloomer
1.000 to 1,400 sq.
n & k Technology, Santa Clara
W/D hook ups
408-982-0840.
Huge Clubhouse
Resident activities
$8./hr. DELI SANDWICH MUMS
Minutes to campus
Tues.-Weds -Thurs.-Fri. Part-time.
2 Swimming pools
Racquetball &Tennis Courts The Sourdough. 848 N First St. Si.
Basketball Courts
WEEKEND SALES NEEDED!!
Rents horn $825.00 monthl
Fast growing computer company
408-279-2300
looking for aggressive sales x 3.
Tel 408-934-3808 MT: 9:30.5:30.
SHARED HOUSING
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT Non
ROOM AND BOARD n beautiful profit %omen’s heath agn. 33 hrs/vA(
sorority house. Great atrnosphere. 59.50510.50. Romaine Center desire
to work on en). for cufturally diverse
Close to SJSU. Call 292-7715.
comm. statewide. Curies inicude may
NEED FEMALE TO SHARE NICE & ngs, taking minutes. formatting etc.
quiet 2 bdrm./2 bath apt. Spa & Prof cent WordPerfect 5.1, PC/MAC
Illyate. XInt. cornmunication & *titre
pool. Near SJSU. Call 972-5797.
skills. Send resumes to EPA 1W.
Beecom/280/Moorpark. Bdr. Campbell Ave. Ste. 40. Camploel, CA
& Ba. in 2 bdr/2ba apt. N/S. 99:01 FAX 408-374-7385. WE
All amenities. Own phone.
RECEPTIONIST NEEDED Sierra
$53 5+ PGE. 29 7.8 76 1.
Lumber Company. Contact: Jim
TWO ROOMS IN LARGE house for Moblad @408.286-7071.
rent. E.S.I., $375+/mo. 10 min
from State. Responsible. 223-7287. name PROGRAMMER 5296432K
Fit DOE. P/T 18.75 hrs/wk. Noes
profit women’s health agency.
Assist network users, upgrading,
write programs, design database,
HOT-DOG STAND for Fiat/Sorority excellent written & communication
for sale. Use for special events or skills. Excellent benefits. EOE.
parties/fundraisers. $3,500. Send resume to EPA 1 W. Campbell Ave. Ste. 40, Campbell, CA
Call Scott 415-9699833.
95008. FAX 408.374-7385.

FOR SALE

AUTOS FOR SALE
VW JETTA ’88
One Owner, Sun roof, 5 speed.
Must See! 415-3234077.
86 YAMAHA SCOOTER 125cc 10k
miles. Good CD. 2 seater. Hlmt
incl. $1750 obo YP 298-8888.

INSURANCE
AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
Special Student Prograrns
Serving SJSU for 20 years
"Great Rates for Good Draws"
’Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers"
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
’Good Student’ "Family Multicar"
CALL TODAY 296-5270
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE
NO OBLIGATION
Also open Saturdays 8.7

WMUMMES
FANTASTIC INCOME opportune,
distributing wild-grown, organic
products. 12-yr-old company
is industry leader. Easy, turnkey
marketing plan can earn you
substantial income quickly,
part-time. Lots of support!
For FREE AUDIO TAPE call
408-264-7871(24 hour message).
NO FEARIII MULTI-MILLION $
environmental company seeks
five intense individuals for bay
area expansion. Full or parttime,
full-time training. To arrange for
an interview. call Nanda Holz at
408-358-7711.
800 HOW40-BOOKS, REPORTS
& Guides, you can reprint & sell.
Complete text of all 600 on
Windows CD ROM. Just $99.
1-8002419229 Vlsa/MC/PrnExp.
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Lions first win gives 49ers their first loss

Sports Briefs
Women’s team
downs Eagles; lose
to Santa Barbara

uesday, September 26. 1995

514,00/ HOUR
Weekends/Evenings
Sales
Canvassers and Telemarketers
2n-881B.

us% 4 of 5 for 72 sArds. including a
32-yard toss to Rue, tied it 24-24
on a 21,-said tom hdown toss front
’bung to John Taylor with 5:53
remaining.
Fontes has fwen the target for
aild Monday
frustrated fatis,
night’s upset could not have been
a more welcome tonic
-1’m like a big buck out in the

field," Fontes said leading to the
game. "I’m dodging those bullets.
They want my rack. They want my
rack on the wall. But I told my
team to be strong. I’ll keep dodging until they hit me. If it happens,
it happens. But I’ll go down fighting."
The Lions looked like a carbon
copy of the 49ers, using quick,
short passes to keep the offense
moving; keeping Sanders busy
mristly as a decor. Detroit tight
ends, who had only three catches
between them (hiring the first
three games, had six in the first
half alone.

Phone: 924-3277
SUBSTITUTES. FLEXIBLE HOURS.
Small World Schools is hiring
substitute teachers for our 14
preschool & school -age daycare
programs. 6-12 units n ECE Rec.
Psych. Soc. or Ed required. Exp.
preferred. This is a great position
for students. We can work around
your school schedule even if
RETAIL/OPERATIONS MANGER you are only available 1 or 2
Seeking strong mid-managment. afternoons. Cal 379-3200 ext. 21.
candidate w/3 yrs district mgr.
experience to run retail ops for
PEET’S
golf course. Must be a self-starter
COFFEE & TEA
with xlnt organizational skills.
part-time retail sales
Position requires intense supervi. We are currently interviewing for
sory & personnel exp., proven part-time retail sales positions for
success in cash & inventory our new store in Camden Park
control. Buying & merchandising (San Jose). To apply, visit our
a must. Salary & )(Int benefits. store at 798-1 Blossom Hill Road
Send cover letter & resume to: in Los Gatos. Starting rate is
Mountain View Golf Co.. 2600 $6.50 an hour with medical.
Shoreline Blvd. Mtn. View. CA dental. 401(k), discounts, bonus,
94043. FAX: 415-969.8383.
vacation and sick time, and
promotional opportunities. We
S EARN EXTRA CASH $
encourage applications from
up to $120/week!
people of all races and ethnic
backgrounds.
Become a Sperm Donor.
Healthy males, 19-34 years old.
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
ASIAN WOMEN NEEDED
Contact California Cryobank for egg donation. Desperate
415-324.1900. M -F. 8-5pm. Asian couples need your help
to conceive. Can you help?
TEACHER/AIDE Preschool and Ages 21-30, healthy and
School Age Program. Energetic responsible. Generous stipend
individuals encouraged to apply. and expenses paid. Please call
Teacher position - ECE units WWFC 1-510 820 94,95
required. All majors accepted
Call Gardner Children’s Center. ADMIN. ASST. part-time Flex his.
Downtown firm seeks snare 8,
998-1343.
friendly individual with excellent
BOOKKEEPER/CLERK Non-profit verbal communication and typing
women’s health agency. 30 speed (45wpm). Must be detail
hrs/wk. LOTUS 123, WordPerfect oriented. Computer experience
5.1 skills. 51500..51670. month. helpful. Will train. $9.03 -$12.03 to
Exc. benefits. Mail or FAX resume start. Fa( resume to 4089930759.
to E.P.A. 1 W. Campbell Ave. Bldg Attn: John.
D #40. Campbell, CA 95008. Attn:
TEACHERS/TEACHER AIDES
Personnel. FAX 4083747385. WE.
FT/PT positions w/infants, todCRUISE SHIPS HIRING - tam up dlers. preschool and school age.
to 52.000./month. World travel. Great advancement and growth
Seasonal & fulHime positions. No oppty. Good benefits. Immed.
cop necessary. For info. call openings. ECE + exper. preferred.
1-206-6340468 ext. C60411.
Call Action Day Nurseries.
408.867-4515.
DELTA GAMMA DISHWASHER
Mon. 5pm-10 pm. $6.50/hr plus DAYCARE TEACHERS. Small
meats. Cal 2921333 Iv name & no. World Schools is hiring teachers
for our school -age daycare pro.
EDITORIAL ASSISTANT - PT. grams. 6-12 units in ECE, Rec.
Entry-level position requires Psych, Soc. or Ed req. Experience
strong command of written preferred. Most positions are
English language, type 50 2- 5:30 or 2:30 6, M -F. Short
wpm, clerical and computer morning shifts are also available.
(IBM) skills. Proofreading and Call 379-3200 ext. 21.
paste-up skills a plus. Fax
resume to 408.287.8748. SKI RESORTS HIRING - Ski
Resorts are now hiring for many
Attn: Liz Asborno.
Positions this winter. Up to
PART-TIME RECEPTIONIST $2.000+ in salary & benefits.
Downtown Si Law Firm has imme Call Vertical Employment Group:
diate opening for PT receptionist (206)634-0469 ext. V60411.
Sam-12noon. M.F. Fluent in
Spanish &English.Somecomputer, BICYCLE MESSENGER SERVICE,
phone and clerical experience. part-time. am/pm shifts. Serving
Good interpersonal and organiza- Downtown San Jose Pony ncerson.
tional skills. Please apply in 22 West Saint John. San Jose.
person at 96 N. 3rd St. 500,
between 9arn4pm M.F.
PRO SHOP ASSISTANT
Immediately seeking qualified
PART-TIME FILE CLERKS
candidate for full and part time
Downtown 5.1 Law Firm has 2
Pro Assistant positions. Duties
openings for PT file clerks. 15
include: tee and cash register
hrs/wk. flexible. Computer &
operations, customer service,
clerical helpful Good interpersonal Sales and light supervision.
and organizational skills. Please Minimum of two years retail/cash
apply in person at 96 N. 3rd St register experience. $6.50-58.00
500. btwn 9am-4pm, M-F.
hour depending on experience.
Contact Raella at 415-9697100.
55$ DEuvERY DRIVERS SSS
Restaurant Food Service.
Excellent pan-time job.
Earn $9 to $11 per hour.
Flexible day and evening hours.
Require win ea + good DMV« Ins.
San Jose or Cupertino area. Call
TAKEOUT TAXI 3699400 after 5prn.

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES
Print your ad hens.

FAST FUNDRAISER SERVICES
Raise $500 ,n 5 days Greeks.
groups. dubs.mctivated individuals.
Fast, easy -No financial obligation. PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
accepting students who wish to
1.800-862-1982 ext. 33.
excel in playing guitar or bass. All
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED levels welcome: Beginning.
Earn to $25.00/hr salary + tips. Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
Students needed in are immediate any style: Jazz. Blues, Rock,
area Full-time/part-time openings. Fusion, Funk, Reggae, or Folk.
Call today 1-415-968-9933. Call Bill at 408-298.6124.
International Bartenders School
FREE ALIGNMENT CHECK
and BRAKE INSPECTION’
WANTED FEMALE(S) Tutor/Driver
Student Discounts.
58 per hr. 5 afternoons per wk.
Big-041res
Must have own car & insurance.
DMV print out required. Call 2336 El Camino Real, Santa Clara.
Mon.
Fri:
8 to 5:30, Sat: 9 tp 4.
interview.
259.2781 for
261-4430.
CHINESE& JAPANESE Agg donors
Childless Chinese and Japanese WRMNG HELP. Fast professional
couples need help of caring editing. -ewriting. ghostwriting.
Chinese & Japanese women to Letters, reports, essays. state
start family. $2,500. + costs paid ments articles, etc. For more
upon retrieval at an In Vitro info please call Dave Bolick.
Fertilization clinic. if you’re Chinese 1510-801-9554. Emergencies O.K.
or Japanese, 21-29. healthy, nory VISA/MASTERCARD. FAX.
smoker, average height, average
weight, in college or career, and WRITING ASSISTANCE any
preferably have been pregnant subject. Why suffer and get poor
before. call Jackie Gorton, grades when help is just a call
attorney. 415-485-1969 to apply. away? Harvard Ph.D. (former
college teacher) assists with
GENERAL HELP/MGR. TRAINEE research & writing. Tutorial also
for small mattress/used furniture avail. Friendly, caring, confidential.
shop near SJSU. FT/PT/Flextime. Convenient Peninsula location.
Informal atmosphere, jeans OK. Dissertation/thesis specialist.
Computer helpful. Bob 2933763. Samples & references available.
Chinese & other langs. spoken.
Foreigners welcome! Call today
$7.00 TO $8.00 PER HOUR
for free phone consultation:
with scheduled increases.
(415) 525-0505 ask ’or Daniel.
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
Full-time or Part-time
ALL SHIFTS AVAILABLE
SPORTS/THRILLS
FULL TRAINING
EXCELLENT BENEFTTS
100N PURE ADRENALINE!
Credit Union / Paid Vacations
There -s nothing compared to
Medical/Dental Insurance
the exhilaration experienced by
WEEKLY PAY CHECKS!
skydiving! Tandem. Accelerated
Apply: Mon.- Fri. Barn 5pm,
Freefall, Turbine Aircraft.
Vanguard Security Services
SJSU student owned it operated.
3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara.
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
Near 101 at San Taros Expressway.
1.510-6 34-7 57 5.
$1750 WEEKLY POSSIBLE
r, our circulars. For ofo
. 301-308.1207.

KALM&MAUTY

SCHOLARSHIPS
SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE for
coiege & grad stJueets. Grades.
SAT scores & age not assays a facto%
Recorded message gives details
408.629-4098, Arnoircernent #176.
GUARANTEED
SCHOLARSHIPS & GRANTS
Ultimate Financial Opportunity
for College Students.
Everyone Qualifies.
Don’t wait! Call now!
UFO NETWORK
510-651-3773
FREE MONEY For Your Education!
Apply for your share in millions of
unclaimed private sector aid. Call
Scholarship Resource Services.
408-26 1-86 76.
FREE FINANCIAL AID! Over $6
Billion in private sector grants &
scholarships is now available. All
students are eligible regardless
of galls, nxrne, or petal’s wine.
Let us help. Call Student Financial
Services: 1-800-26 3-649 5 ext.
F60411.

ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC.
reeieved
Unweeted
Specialist. Contidentiai.
Your own probe or disposab,
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose
247-7486.
SO% DISCOUNT!
Permanent Cosmetics by Trish.
Enhance your natural beauty!
Eye Leer - Lips Eyebrows
Expires June 1st. 1995.
408.3793500
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow
621 E. Campbell Ave. #17,
Campbell, CA 95008.
MEN & WOMEN BARE IT ALLI
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Stop Shaving. waxing, tweezing or
using chemicals. Let us permanently remove your unwanted hair.
Back Chest Lip- Bikini Chin Tummy etc. Students & faculty
receive 15% discount. First appt.
1/2 price if made before June 1.
1995. Hair Today Gore Tomorrow.
621 E. Campbell Ave. #17,
Campbell .14081 379-3500.

FOR NATIONAL / AGENCY R4TES CALL

408-924-3277

Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words
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Ad Rates: 3 -line minimum
Two
On*
Day
Days
3 lines
$7
$5
4M..
$6
$8
Sun..
$7
$9
6 fines
DC
Se
$1 fur each additional line

Three
Days
$9
$10
$11
$12

Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

Fly.
Days
$13
$14
$15
$16

After the fifth Rey, rate Increases by 111 per day.
I
I. Id for no extra cha,
Spii(71,
First line

SEMESTER RATES
10-14 lines $90
3-9 lines: $70
15-19 lines: $110

I

one classification:
Zr

code

nr ronney order It,
Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Jose State University
San Jae% CA 95192.0149
.lifsd IT, [Might Bentel Hall Room 209
C.1,e.sitied desk is
Deadline 10 00 am two weekdays before publication
MAI! ads are prepaid No refunds on cancelled ads
Rates for consecutive publications dales only

Greek
_Events*
_Anna,"
_Lost ac
_Voruntmei

_Wanted*

OUISTION97 CALL (4011) 9243277

Special student rates available for these classifications.$5.00 for a 3 line ad for 3days. Ads must be placed in person In

DBH209, between 10am and 2pm Student ID required.
Lost & Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community.

FAX: 924-3282

students for 15 years Located 10
minutes eon) campus. Reasonable
rates. Satisfaction Guaranteed!!!
SKILLED TUTORING SERVICES Agb well dare- always. Call Jane at
will provide the foundation to sail Perfect Paper. (4081937-0373.
through your accounting courses
effortlessly. Come away with a PROFESSIONAL Word Processing
e
group
thorough grasp of course mater ai
One hour appointments at 522 50
Call 3745150.

TUTORING

ANNOUNCEMENTS
STUDENT DENIAL PLAN I
Only $57.00 per year.
Save 30%- 60%
or) your dental needs.
For
800 e..55 3225
WORD PROCESSING
HAYWORDFREMONT HAWN CITY
Wordprocessing 8, typing.
Academic /Bus. work accepted!!
ReportseTheseseMLA/Turabian
EXPERT kr APA format (4th Ed.)
WP 5.1/6.0 Laser Printer -FAX
7 days a week 7:00am-9:00 pm.
SUZANNE SCOTT
510-441-0504 or 510489.9794.

P
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Science & English Papers/theses
Our specialty Laser printing. Free
spell check and storage. APA.
Turabian and other formats.
Resumes, editing, graphics
and other services available.
Masterson’s Word Process -re
Cal Paul crV,rgin,a 408251-0449

TEN YEARS EXPERIENCE
& only ten minutes from campus
(Cupertino/West San Jose area
Term Papers, Thesis. Resurnes.
Tape Transcription. etc.
*PA. Turabian and MLA
Days and evenings, seven days
Suzanne 996-1686.
FASTEST TYPIST IN SAN JOSE!
. . r
Accuracy is ,

Certain advertisements in
these columns may mkt the
reader to specific telephone
numbers or addresses for
additional information.
Classified readers should be
reminded that. when making
these further contacts. they
should require complete
Information before sending
money for goods or services.
In addition, readers should
careful]) investigate all firms
offering employment !stings
arcoupons tor discount
vacations or merchandise

DAILY
CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1 Seventh month
5 Knocks
9 Simmers
14 Chocolate
cookie
15 Sword
16 Rivulet
17 Loud noise
18 Trudeau s
creation
20 Lazybones
22 Yuletide drink
23 Words of
understanding
24 Was sorry
26 Floating device
28 Certain painting
32 Ate spannigly
36 Before
37 Author Allan Poe
39 Cheer at
the Met
40 Seaweed
product
42 Fathers
44 Shut noisily
45 Chocolate
substitute
47 Conical tent
49 *- on a
Grecian Um’
50 Follows
52 Tightly parked
fishes
54 Part ol a stair
56 Longings
57 Ouick
60 Feel under
the weather
62 Thin
66 Cold weather
purchase
69 White House
staffer
70 Nonsensical
71 Mattress part
72 Write Wiesel
73 Kill-hen stove

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
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75 Onion-like plant

DOWN

1 Chores
2 Russian nver
3 Talk show host
Jay 4 Health fnod
()Than Annie
and Brenda
Starr
6 Mil address

33
34
35
38
41
43
46
48
51
53

GUM

Claw
Dodge
Curved roots
Give back
Driving (someone) from bed
Calmly
Wager
Nnvelist
Ferber
Char
Tel Aviv’s
country
Slice
J.:0

1C

55
57
SP

S
kr
Typo ,
Mild n .Heal
Finger or toe
White Ire
- and quiet
Church
instrument
30 Raises
31 Biblical weeds

61 Somibabies
63 Vex
64 "Garfield’
poach
65 Calendar
period
67 Lawyers pr
68 - mete

....ler

13
19
21
25
27
28
29

59
,
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San Jose State University

Who’s on first
From page 1
The changes at SJSU can be
seen in the demographics of the
campus, in the way the faculty does
its work, and in the changing relationship of the university with the
community, he said.
However, changes do not necessarily have to be confusing.
information
The following
answers questions about who’s who
here on campus, and what those
"wins" do.
San Jose State University is run
by Caret, who was named president in December 1995. Prior to
coming here. Caret spent 20 years
at Baltimore’s Towson State
University.
He
reports
to
California
State
University
Chancellor Barry Munk/. Caret
has a staff of nine, who meet once
a week and report directly to him.
Caret brings with him, as did his
predecessors, his own management style.
For
instance,
when
Gail
Fullerton was in office from 1978
to 1991, she had what she called a
management group, made up of a
few administrators, who, in keeping with Fullerton’s low-key style,
"managed."
When Handel Evans served as
interim president from 1991 to
1994. he changed the name of the
group to cabinet. He expanded it
to eight members and made it
more exclusive.
This meant that while all of the
members were part of his staff, not
all were part of his immediate
group of three vice presidents who
reported directly to him.
Caret has changed the name of
the people who report to him to
staff, making it a more inclusive
and democratic group.
"The expansion of the small
president’s cabinet into a larger,
more diverse group, was a major
step forward for the university,"

111

Buerger said.
The president’s staff has three
new faces, and has been extended
from eight members to nine.
The three new members are
Linda Bain, St Saffiad and Gabriel
Reyes.
Bain is the new provost and vice
president of academic affairs. The
provost has been added to Rain’s
title to reflect the size and complexity of the university.
With just a few tut inths on
hoard, the new provost said she is
still getting acquainted with the
campus, and getting a perspective
on where the university needs to
go next.
Not exactly a new face, but filling in as the acting vice president
of student affairs, is Saffold.
Subsequent to his appointment,
Saffold was the ombudsman (liaison between students and faculty)
for 12 years, a position that is currently held by Beverley Miles.
Saffold will serve until next
spring, when the university begins
its search for his replacement.
The newest member is Gabriel
Reyes. His position is the newly
created ()like ii special assistant to
the president for campus climate
(the tide is tentative).
This appointment came about
as a result of es ents dealing with
ethnic and racial tensions on campus last semester, and the need for
someone to gauge the campus
mood regarding these issues.
"It is too early to say how things
are going," Reyes said, "there are
some problems that need to be
addressed, but the response has
been hopeful."
In addition to Caret’s immediate staff members, there are mans:
others involved in the everyday
workings of the university.
Who knows, you may even find
out who’s pitching, who’s catching,
who’s the shortstop ... and, well,
you get the picture.

Caret
From page 1
inauguration and the text from
the president’s speech at the event
will be available from the SJSU
home page on the Web, said Julie
Stone, who is helping to coordinate the event for University
Advancement.
Stahl said the possibility of a
simulcast of the inauguration
using the World Wide Web is also
being explored.

Pitcher Linda L Bain
Proved and Vice President for
Academic Affairs
Campus’ chief academic officer and
senior executive in the presidents
absence.
Catcher Don W. Keeling
Vice President for Administrations
Responsible for the areas of admission
and records, business and financial
services, facildies, human resources,
business and financial research, pubic
safety, and information systems and
computing.
113 St Saffold
Acting Associate Vice President of
Student Affairs
Oversees all aspects of the university’s
student services program, including:
counseling testing, career planning
and placement, social and cultural
development, health services, financial
aid administration and housing administration.
2B Daniel R. Buerger
President’s Executive Assistant
Responstbilibes and assignments are
related to the duties of the president,
including: policy development and
action recommendations on all facets
of the University’s operations.
SS S. Kent Gibson
Executive Director SJSU
Foundation
The SJSU Foundation is one of the oldest and largest nonprofit corporation in
the California State University system.
38 Gabriel Reyes
Special Assistant to the President
for Campus Climate
Deals with all aspects of issues relating to campus and community climate,
with an initial emphasis on those pertaining to diversity and racism,
OF Janet Redding
Director, University Advancement
Manages SJSU’s nevelopment, public
affairs and alumni affairs programs, in
keeping with the universrtYs long-range
plans, current priorities and educational mission.
OF Lydia LaGarda Rios
Director of Affirmative Action
The office exists to ensure that al
SJSU students, staff and faculty, as
well as applicants for admission or
employment, have an equal opportunity to participate and benefit from SJSU
programs and acbvines.
OF Thomas Brennan
Director of Athletics
Oversees budgets, athletic revenue
programs, works with the Spartan
Foundation, alumni and friends, and
has done much in the area of reaching
out to disadvantaged youths in the
community.

Salaries

PHI Yr( BY JAY CLENDENIN SPARTAN DAILY
The body of an apparent suicide victim was found on the north side of Joe West Hall on Sunday
morning

From page 1
Llorens said steps are " ... the
increments by which faculty move
front one segment in the pay
range to the next based on their
experience."
Amy Glazer, theatre arts associate professor, viewed the salary differences as unfair. "It (performing
arts) is just as important as any
other discipline and it doesn’t
seem equitable," Glazer said.
Jack Kurzweil, SJSU professor of
electrical engineering, doesn’t
believe that full-time faculty are
overpaid in California because the
state’s cost of living is among the

Death
From page 1
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Michael Carney, a graduate student who has his own home page
on the Web, said he is impressed
with Caret’s online activities.
"He’s much more attuned to
technology and the way people
COMM unicate today." said the
library and information science
student. "It’s definitely putting the
information out there where students can get it."
The president’s address is:
sjsupresesjstivinl.sjsu.edu.

SPARTAN DAILY

wanted to transfer to another school. "I’ve only
been heit a month, I don’t need this kind of
sues,. Next time it could be a friend of mine."
she said.
Cminseling will be available to
all students througliont the week at Counseling
St ii cs Stuticios c encouraged to call 924Iii ii to ( onic by room 201 in the
A,Iininistration building.

highest in the nation.
’The figures should not be
taken at face value." Kurzweil said.
Veril Phillips. siSt mathematics
and computer 5( ience professor,
concurred. "The figures reflect the
cost of living in some of the large
metropolitan (areas) where many
of the CSU’s are located."
The average price of a singlefamily home with four bedrooms
and two baths in San Jose is
$250.000, said Lily Neda, realtor at
Century 21 Key office in San Jose
Bentley-Adler said other studies
concluded that California faculty
are underpaid compared to their

colleagues. "They scot k very hard
and deserve to be compensated
for t I it i work," she said.
Bentley-Adler said faculty in
Cant( nia haven’t received a salary
increase since April 1994. Prior to
that, there hasn’t been an increase
since January 1991. "The salary
level has been stable for the last
four years," Bentley-Adler said. "It
has not gone up."
The
California
Faculty
Association will vote on its new
contract, which includes a proposal for a 1.2 percent salary increase,
on Oct. 4.

Home page: Web site to be used as marketing tool
to the show On lit i i (minimax.
From page 1
Mike Adams, pint, .sor of radio
obvious thing to dt,
For those unfamiliar isitIt the and television and KSJS faculty
Internet, think of a home page ,LS a aiRiser, said nm,t iii people will
user’s front door and the web site ,pend hours watching telesision,
arid listening to the radio. Init. the
as the address to the door.
The web site will also be used as computer has now become an, a
a marketing vehicle. Stahl said they er medium for getting laminate ii
hope it can be used as a n as to give and being entertained.
"There are alternative forms of
information about the iii,ii crsity to
prospective and curni ii si lidents. distribution for programs." Adams
"Obviously
said.
It can also be used
there are a lot
to communicate
more outlets."
with alumni, faculWith the help of
ty staff and the surother
departments
rounding commie
volunteers,
and
nitv.
KSJS is attempting
"It is another
to putt together the
sets
it get people
capater- hut logy
I./ I .111e VICit the
ble of broadcasung
t
widinut
both :unlit) and
pin sit alls (tumuli
video of the Oct. 6
to the campus.
of
inauguration
Stahl said.
President
SJSU
There are over
Caret.
Robert
90
SJSU
sites,
"It is very experiz
which
include
Lori
Stahl
tal right n ow,
men
other colleges and
SJSU spokeswoman
Adams said. "We
departments withwon’t know until
in the university.
the last minute if it
"It is growing."
will "tine II ’gent Stahl said. "There
are more and more colleges and
Adams said this experiment is
departments getting pages and getting on board and mins it for merelv a stepping sit me to open
ing lip nil, at elm,. ,1 tu o11111111iii
more and different things.
One example is K.SIS, the uni- cation for mans other departversits:’s student-operated radio sta- ments.
"K.SJS win lid like to expand the
tion. It has a web site, but is experimenting to see how far technology
can take it.
on May 28. MIS did an experimental simulcast over the internet 1 l’art Time Espi (-est Seivet Neetlt.,1
using video communication softFoi IhIWIlft,W111 GUffet. OM(’
ware during the talk show "Sound
Apply at Keys tone Coffee Store
Bytes"
121 South Fils1 Suevi
Viewers could watch and listen

Ai

There are more
and more colleges
and departments
getting pages and
getting on board and
using it for more and
different things.

"ksls would like to expand the
tUS’tit utter people outside the station," Adams said. "Theatre arts
could do a play, dance concerts, or
projects made by television and
filtn students."
He hopes that this will be an
eduratinnal experience for students, and that they will discover
that i two. are endless possibilities

of communication beyond broadcasting.
"Technology is nonying fast.
Students need to know about this,"
Adams said. "It’s not only traditional television or radio anymore."
The SJSU home page is located
at htd://wsvw.sjsu.edu. The KSJS
home
page
is
located
at
htd://wwwksjs.org.

get the Inside Track
on admissions
Grad school

Come to one of our

free

seminars’
Medical
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and learn how to
overcome these hurdles:
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Help Wanted

Entrance Exams

Applications

Interviews
Essays

Saturday, Sept. 30 at San Jose State
limited!

Space is
Call today to reserve
your seat

1-800-KAP-TEST

KAPLAN

’At elected locstoons Not nil seminars Oared at at locAtqns

WOULD $44,500
HELP WITH COLLEGE?
You can earn
more than $17,585
during a standard
Army Reserve
enlistment...
And another
$6,920 if you qualify
for the Montgomery
GI
Plus if you have
or obtain a qualified student loan, you could
get help paying it offup to $20,000if you
train in certain specialties in specific units.
And that’s for part-time serviceusually
one weekend a month plus two weeks’
Annual Training.
Think about it.
Then think about us.
And call:

800 -USA-ARMY

